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MIAMI DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

School Improvement Process

School Information
Name of School (School Number - School Name)

Oliver Hoover Elementary School - 2521

Principal (Last Name, First Name)

Aguilar, Mercy

Assistant Principal(s) (Last Name, First Name; Last Name, First Name)

Lopez, Maria

MTSS Coordinator (Last Name, First Name)

Lopez, Maria

Demographic Overview

For the fourth consecutive year, Oliver Hoover Elementary School has been designated as a
Title I school servicing minority students. The 2019-20 Economically Disadvantaged (FRL) Rate
(as Reported on Survey 3) was 78%. Ninety percent of the students define themselves as
Hispanic, two percent are Black, two percent are Asian, and two percent are Multiracial.
Four percent of the students are White. The school has been an "A" school for the past 20
years consecutively. Seventy-four percent of the faculty members have been at the school
for two years or more.

Current School Status

a. Provide the School's Mission Statement

The mission of Oliver Hoover Elementary School is to make learning an exciting, productive,
and vital part of each child’s life. We foster an environment that promotes and encourages
students to care for one another. We encourage truthfulness, sincerity and integrity to build
honest and responsible citizens. We motivate our student body to work together toward
common goals. We promote an environment that will create a society based upon
democratic values.

b. Provide the School's Vision Statement

Oliver Hoover Elementary aspires to be a caring community of learners in which all
stakeholders fulfill their personal, professional, and intellectual potential.

School Narrative

1. Provide a brief description of the community the school serves as well as highlighting the
unique features and programs within the school.

Oliver Hoover Elementary School services approximately 600 students from the surrounding
neighborhood, which consists of single-family homes, town homes, condominiums, and rental
homes. The percentage of English Language Learners (ELL) at the school is approximately
26%. Approximately 21% of the students enrolled are in the gifted program (in grades 1-5),
while students with disabilities (SWD) comprise 24% of the school population. A significant
number of parents whose children attend the school do not speak English fluently. This poses
a challenge in the education of the students, as there is a need to develop and enhance
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home-school communication and parental involvement. To this end, the Title I Community
Involvement Specialist, along with the school administration, works to send home
communication in multiple languages to facilitate parental involvement and
communication. Oliver Hoover Elementary School has implemented a comprehensive school
counseling program, with time for the development of social and emotional skills, that results
in positive and supportive relationships between students and teachers. The school offers the
Extended Foreign Language Program in kindergarten through fifth grade. During the 2019-
2020 school year, the school applied for STEAM designation and was designated "Gold" for a
second consecutive year. A variety of clubs are available to students, including Chorus and
Bell Choir, Art Club, Safety Patrols, Environmental Club, Robotics, Legos Club, Spheros, Chess
Club, Student Council/ FEA, and TV Crew.

Are you a Title I School?

yes

Please confirm the following. School Improvement Plan (SIP) district coordinated educational
interventions to be selected by schools implementing the Title I Schoolwide Program

Participate in district coordinated efforts to improve student outcomes at the schoolsite through
educational services (Such as extended learning opportunities, summer services, before or after school
tutorials, intersection and spring recess tutorial sessions, etc.), in accordance with the approved SIP/Title I
Plan.

Participate in discretionary educational services provided by the school district generated from the
proportionate share of this school's Title I Schoolwide Program allocation. Such services are tailored in
accordance to the educational needs of the students as depicted within the SIP/Title I Plan.

Phase I: Data Analysis (July 15 – August 14, 2020)                               
Phase I of the School Improvement Process will begin at the 2020 Synergy Summer Institute.
The School Leadership Team (SLT) will participate in a Strategic Planning Course to initiate the
yearlong School Improvement Process. During the Synergy Summer Institute, the SLT will
analyze a comprehensive set of quantitative and qualitative data within the areas of School
Culture and Academic Programs from the previous school year. 

After Synergy the SLT will continue the completion of Phase I by reflecting on the current
practices and processes contributing to the data results during a Systems Review. The SLT will
review and consider Essential Practices utilized in M-DCPS and identify practices within School
Culture and Academic Programs to sustain or enhance the implementation of the school’s
continuous improvement process. The SLT will develop overarching Outcome Statements for
the 2020-2021 school year. 

Phase I will conclude with the design of an Opening of Schools Professional Development
Agenda that will serve to: present the findings to the faculty to gain stakeholder
involvement/feedback, build consensus and develop a collective understanding of how the
school’s plan will address, and be aligned to, the school’s unique opportunities for
improvement.

Phase I includes:

Data and Systems Review
School Culture and Academic Programs Data Map via Power BI: SIP Dashboard
School Culture Data and Systems Review Organizer
Academic Programs Data and Systems Review Organizer
Essential Practices Selection
School Leadership Core Competencies
Priority Actions Development
Outcome Statements
Opening of School Professional Development
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Phase I will be completed during the 2020 Synergy Summer Institute.

July 15 - August 14, 2020

 

During the Synergy Summer Institute, SLTs will collaborate in trainings led by District staff
designed to analyze, reflect and identify the components that contributed to the previous
year’s data outcomes. The series of professional development courses will assist schools in
developing and implementing the School’s Improvement Process with a high degree of
fidelity to maximize the impact and investment by stakeholders into all school improvement
initiatives.

 

Through data disaggregation, reflection and discussion, the SLT’s goal will be to identify and
agree on the Essential Practices that would need to be sustained or enhanced during the
2020-2021 school year to ensure improvement in School Culture and Academic Programs.

 

Phase I will conclude with each school:

Identifying the Priority Actions for each Essential Practice selected
Identifying the Outcome Statements for School Culture and Academic Programs
Creating a plan to provide the faculty with professional development and garner
feedback from all stakeholders on all Phase I content during the 2020-2021 Opening of
Schools

 

Phase I

Data Analysis

Analyze - Reflect - Identify

 

 

PART ONE - Synergy Summer Institute
 

DATA AND SYSTEMS REVIEW
School Leadership Teams will access and review all 2019-2020 data points provided on the SIP
Dashboard located on Power BI.  Systems Review Organizers will assist the school to further
examine and align results to the Essential Practices.

 

Data and Systems Review
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1. SLTs will analyze the School Culture and Academic Programs Data on the SIP Dashboard

(i.e. student level data and teacher level data) and discuss findings.
2. Within the Data and Systems Review Organizer, classify data findings into the second

column titled:

“Data Findings & Area” based on their appropriate rating (input no more than three data
points for each rating):

Significantly Improved Data Findings: Data findings that indicate substantial
increases as compared to previous years. Also, data findings that, when
compared to schools with similar demographics, indicate above the norm
performance. Select the three data points that have had the greatest positive
impact on the school’s overall success.
Neutral Data Findings: Data findings that have remained constant, with little to no
improvement/decline from previous years. Also, data findings that, when
compared to schools with similar demographics, indicate with-in the norm
performance. Select the data points that, if improved, could have the greatest
impact on the school’s overall performance.
Significantly Decreased Data Findings: Data findings that have declined in value
from previous years. Also, data findings that, when compared to schools with
similar demographics, indicate below the norm performance. Select the three
data points that have had the negative impact on overall school success.

3. Within the Data and Systems Review Organizer, input a rationale for each data finding
into the third column titled “Rationale for Selection of Data” for School Culture and
Academic Programs.

4. Within the Data and Systems Review Organizer, the SLTs will review each data point
selected and after the Systems Review will determine which Essential Practices
contributed the most or had the greatest impact for each data finding (positive,
neutral, and/or negative). The School Leadership Team will enter the Essential Practices
into the fourth column titled “Connected Essential Practices”. Input no more than three
Essential Practices for each data finding (only one per each data finding is required).

 

The Data and Systems Review process will enable the SLTs to thoroughly analyze data results
and identify the factors that have had the greatest impact on their school’s performance.

DATA AND SYSTEMS REVIEW ORGANIZER

SCHOOL CULTURE

Data 
Rating

Data Findings 
& Area

Be specific in defining each data element
below.

Rationale for Selection of
Data

Why was this data finding selected as being
most impactful?

Connected
Essential
Practices

Which Essential Practice(s)
contributed most to the
data findings?

Significantly
Improved 
Data 
Findings

The 2018-2019 School Climate
Survey results (on PowerBi)
indicated that 72% of the
students either agreed or
strongly agreed with the
statement: "My teachers are
friendly and easy to talk to."

The need to foster our
students' social-emotional
development has become
an increasingly relevant goal
of our educational system
and society as a whole. To
this end, it is helpful that

Social and
Emotional
Learning (SEL)
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The 2019-2020 School Climate
Survey results (on Power Bi)
indicated that 79% of the
students either agreed or
strongly agreed with that
statement. This is a 7
percentage point increase.

students view their teachers
as being "friendly and easy to
talk to." This will facilitate
communication and trust,
and, consequently, it will
foster social-emotional
learning.

The 2018-2019 School Climate
Survey results (on PowerBi)
indicated that 49% of the
students either agreed or
strongly agreed with the
statement: "Students in my
school usually follow the rules."
The 2019-2020 School Climate
Survey results (on Power Bi)
indicated that 55% of the
students either agreed or
strongly agreed with that
statement. This is a 6
percentage point increase.

It is important for students to
feel as if their peers have
bought into the school vision/
mission and follow the
established rules on a regular
basis. Once they do this, they
are more likely to comply
with the school's behavioral
norms and expectations.

Character
Education/Values
Matter

The 2018-2019 School Climate
Survey results (on PowerBi)
indicated that 49% of the
teachers either agreed or
strongly agreed with the
statement: "Students come
prepared academically to my
class." The 2019-2020 School
Climate Survey results (on
Power Bi) indicated that 54%
of the students either agreed
or strongly agreed with that
statement. This is a 5
percentage point increase.

The SIP Survey data indicates
that more teachers feel that
their students are receiving
an adequate foundation
and are prepared to deal
with the challenges of on-
grade level content. This
suggests that the teachers
have developed an
understanding of the
Standards and have bought
into the shared vision.

Shared
Vision/Mission

Essential Practice for Significantly Improved Data Findings (Sustained)

Social and Emotional Learning (SEL)

Data 
Rating

Data Findings 
& Area

Be specific in defining each data element below.

Rationale for
Selection of Data

Why was this data finding
selected as being most
impactful?

Connected
Essential
Practices

Which Essential
Practice(s)
contributed most to
the data findings?
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Neutral
Data 
Findings

The Student Attendance - Three Year
Comparison Data (on PowerBi) indicated that
33% of our students had 11 or more absences
during the 2017-2018 school year. The Student
Attendance - Three Year Comparison Data (on
PowerBi) indicated that 32% of our students had
11 or more absences during the 2018-2019
school year. The Student Attendance - Three
Year Comparison Data (on PowerBi) indicated
that 33% of our students had 11 or more
absences during the 2019-2020 school year.
These statistics indicate that the percent of
students with 11 or more absences has
remained relatively constant over a three-year
period.

Student attendance
is one of the most
important factors
contributing to
academic success.
To this end, it is
imperative for our
school to target
students with
excessive absences.
Time not spent at
school is not easily
regained.

Attendance
Initiatives

The 2018-2019 School Climate Survey results (on
PowerBi) indicated that 95% of the faculty
either agreed or strongly agreed with the
statement: "Inservice programs keep me up-to-
date with new educational strategies." The
2019-2020 School Climate Survey results (on
PowerBi) indicated that 95% of the faculty
either agreed or strongly agreed with the
statement: "Inservice programs keep me up-to-
date with new educational strategies." The
data has remained constant over the last two
years.

It is important that
teachers feel that
they have access to
the tools that they
need to succeed. To
this end, it is crucial
that the PLST
provides the faculty
with information
about relevant
professional
development
opportunities.

Shared
Vision/Mission

The 2017-2018 School Climate Survey results (on
PowerBi) indicated that 91% of the students
either agreed or strongly agreed with the
statement: "My school is safe and secure." The
2018-2019 School Climate Survey results (on
PowerBi) indicated that 90% of the students
either agreed or strongly agreed with that
statement. The 2019-2020 School Climate
Survey results (on PowerBi) indicated that 91%
of the students either agreed or strongly agreed
with the previously mentioned statement. The
data has remained constant over a three-year
period.

When students
perceive that their
school is safe and
fosters a healthy
environment, they
are more likely to
experience
academic success.
Therefore, it is
important that all
students perceive
that their school
maintains a healthy
and safe learning
environment.

Consistent
Protocols to
Maintain a
Healthy and
Safe School
Environment

Essential Practice for Neutral Data Findings (Secondary)
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Attendance Initiatives

Data 
Rating

Data Findings 
& Area

Be specific in defining each data element below.

Rationale for
Selection of Data

Why was this data finding
selected as being most
impactful?

Connected
Essential
Practices

Which Essential
Practice(s)
contributed most to
the data findings?

Significantly
Decreased 
Data 
Findings

The 2018-2019 School Climate Survey results
(on PowerBi) indicated that 52% of the
faculty either agreed or strongly agreed with
the statement: "I feel lack of support/
concern from parents." The 2019-2020 School
Climate Survey results (on PowerBi) indicated
that 60% of the faculty either agreed or
strongly agreed with that statement. This 12
percentage point increase indicates a
negative trend.

Students are more
likely to succeed in
school when their
parents are
involved in their
education.
Consequently, it is
very important that
the school engages
parents and
caregivers to
provide them with
information and
resources to support
their children's
learning.

Family
Engagement

The 2018-2019 School Climate Survey results
(on PowerBi) indicated that 50% of the
students either agreed or strongly agreed
with the statement: "My school building is
clean and in good condition." The 2019-2020
School Climate Survey results (on PowerBi)
indicated that 34% of the students either
agreed or strongly agreed with that
statement. This is a 16 percentage point
decrease.

The school's "curb-
appeal" is an
important area to
consider, especially
when there are
many alternatives
to public schools. To
this end, the school
should try to
enhance its
welcoming
appearance.

Consistent
Protocols to
Maintain a
Clean and
Welcoming
School
Environment

The Staff Attendance - Three Year
Comparison Data (on PowerBi) indicated
that 25% of our teachers had 10.5 or more
absences during the 2017-2018 school year.
During 2018-2019 school year, The Staff
Attendance - Three Year Comparison Data
(on PowerBi) indicated that 35% of our
teachers had 10.5 or more absences. During

If student
attendance is
important to
academic success,
teacher
attendance is even
more so. There is no
substitute for a

Attendance
Initiatives
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2019-2020 school year, The Staff Attendance
- Three Year Comparison Data (on PowerBi)
indicated that 46% of our teachers had 10.5
or more absences. These statistics indicate
that the percent of teachers with 10.5 or
more absences has increased by 21
percentage points over a three year period.

good teacher. Thus,
the school should
promote increased
levels of teacher
attendance.

Essential Practice for Significantly Decreased Data Findings (Primary)

Family Engagement

DATA AND SYSTEMS REVIEW ORGANIZER

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

Data 
Rating

Data Findings 
& Area

Be specific in defining each data element below.

Rationale for Selection of
Data

Why was this data finding selected as
being most impactful?

Connected
Essential
Practices

Which Essential
Practice(s)
contributed most to
the data findings?

Significantly
Improved 
Data 
Findings

Based on the Academic Programs
report (on the 2018-2019 Mid-Year
Data Map from PowerBi), 51% of the
fourth grade students taking the Topic
Assessments scored proficient. Based
on the Academic Programs report (on
the 2019-2020 Mid-Year Data Map from
PowerBi), 67% of the fourth grade
students taking the Topic Assessments
scored proficient. This is a 16
percentage point increase over a two
year period.

This data point indicates
that when instruction is
aligned to the standards
and the standards are
aligned to the
assessment, student
progress can be easily
measured and
monitored. Similarly,
students are more likely
to show gains.

Standards-
Aligned
Instruction

The percent of English Language
Learners (ELLs) who were proficient on
the FSA increased from 34% in 2018 to
55% in 2019.

This data point indicates
that ELLs made
significant gains in
proficiency. Through the
implementation of ELL
strategies, their
academic needs are
being met.

English
Language
Learners (ELL)
Strategies

According to the 2018-2019 School
Report Card published by the Florida
Department of Education, the percent
of Economically Disadvantaged

As a Title I school, we are
concerned with the
academic performance
of students in the

Differentiated
Instruction
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students proficient in ELA is 76% for the
school, 55% for the District, and 47% for
the State. This data point indicates that
the school is 21 percentage points
higher than the District and 29
percentage points higher than the
State.

Economically
Disadvantaged
subgroup. This data point
indicates that our school
is able to meet the
needs of students
through the use of
Differentiated Instruction.

Essential Practice for Significantly Improved Data Findings (Sustained)

Standards-Aligned Instruction

Data 
Rating

Data Findings 
& Area

Be specific in defining each data element below.

Rationale for Selection
of Data

Why was this data finding selected
as being most impactful?

Connected
Essential
Practices

Which Essential
Practice(s) contributed
most to the data
findings?

Neutral
Data 
Findings

Based on i-Ready Reading Diagnostic
Results (on the i-Ready portal), the
changes in percentage of students
scoring at Tier 1 from AP1 to AP2 during
the 2018-2019 school year were +12% in
third grade, +17% in fourth grade, and +7%
in fifth grade. Based on i-Ready Reading
Diagnostic Results (on the i-Ready portal),
the changes in percentage of students
scoring at Tier 1 from AP1 to AP2 during
the 2019-2020 school year were +11% in
third grade, +16% in fourth grade, and +7%
in fifth grade. This indicates that the
changes in percentage of students
scoring at Tier 1 from AP1 to AP2 has
remained relatively constant over the last
two years.

The change in the
percentage of
students scoring at Tier
1 from AP1 to AP2 has
remained fairly
constant. This suggests
that we need to
continue to use
ongoing progress
monitoring to evaluate
the effectiveness of
instruction and make
any changes
necessary in order to
increase the
percentage of
students performing at
Tier 1.

Ongoing
Progress
Monitoring

Based on the Academic Programs report
(on the 2018-2019 Mid-Year Data Map
from PowerBi), there was a change of +11
percentage points in the number of
students in the lowest quartile scoring at
Tier 1 in Reading from AP1 to AP2. Based
on the Academic Programs report (on the
2019-2020 Mid-Year Data Map from

The change in
percentage of
students in the lowest
quartile scoring at Tier
1 in Reading from AP1
to AP2 has remained
fairly constant. This
suggests that we need

Interventions/RtI
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PowerBi), there was a change of +11
percentage points in the number of
students in the lowest quartile scoring at
Tier 1 in Reading from AP1 to AP2. These
statistics indicate that the percentage
change of students in the lowest quartile
moving to Tier I in Reading from AP1 to
AP2 has remained fairly constant over the
last two years.

to continue to
implement our
intervention program
with fidelity and
monitor student
progress.

Based on the Academic Programs report
(on the 2018-2019 Mid-Year Data Map
from PowerBi), the average scale score
change in fourth grade Reading (16) was
close to the District average scale score
change in fourth grade Reading (15). This
suggests that the average scale score
change of the school was relatively close
to that of the District.

We were able to attain
approximately the
same level of growth
as the District in fourth
grade Reading. This
suggests that we have
been able to use the
established curriculum
and resources
effectively.

Effective
Curriculum and
Resource
Utilization

Essential Practice for Neutral Data Findings (Secondary)

Ongoing Progress Monitoring

Data 
Rating

Data Findings 
& Area

Be specific in defining each data element below.

Rationale for Selection of
Data

Why was this data finding selected as
being most impactful?

Connected
Essential
Practices

Which Essential
Practice(s)
contributed most
to the data
findings?

Significantly
Decreased 
Data 
Findings

According to the Academic Programs
Tab (on PowerBi), the 2018 Math
proficiency was 76%, the 2019 Math
proficiency was 75%, and the 2020
Math Predicted Proficiency was 59%.
This is a 17 percentage point decrease
over a three-year period.

The data indicates a
downward trend in
Mathematics. We need to
apply the principles of
data-driven decision-
making in order to reverse
this downward trend.

Data-
Driven
Decision
Making

According to the Academic Programs
Tab (on PowerBi), the 2019 FSA District/
Tiered Comparison indicates that 55%
of the students with two consecutive
years of FSA data made learning gains,
while 68% of the students at other Tier 1
schools made learning gains. This

The percentage of
students making learning
gains falls below the
standard for Tier 1 schools.
This means that we should
look at our students' data
to monitor their growth

Ongoing
Progress
Monitoring
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means that the school scored 13%
percentage points less than other Tier 1
schools when it comes to the percent
of students making learning gains.

and provide remediation
as needed.

According to the Academic Programs
Tab (on PowerBi), the 2018 Science
proficiency was 70% and the 2019
Science proficiency was 60%. The 2020
Science Predicted Proficiency (based
on the Science Mid-Year Assessment
on Performance Matters) was 59%. This
is an 11 percentage point decrease
over a three-year period.

Performance on the
Science Assessment
dropped 10 percentage
points from 2018 to 2019.
This indicates that we need
to target our Science
instruction across all grade
levels, focusing on the
development of scientific
thinking through the use of
hands-on, interactive
activities.

Hands-on
Learning

Essential Practice for Significantly Decreased Data Findings (Primary)

Data-Driven Decision Making

ESSENTIAL PRACTICES REVIEW
School Leadership Teams will examine the “Connected Essential Practices” column within the
Data and Systems Review Organizer for School Culture and Academic Programs. SLTs will
identify and come to a consensus on which continuing Essential Practices lead to, and/or
had the greatest impact on, overall school improvement.   

 

Sustained Essential Practice

To identify the Sustained Essential Practice, SLTs will review the Essential Practices listed
within the “Significantly Improved Data Findings” section. The SLT will agree on the
Essential Practice which had the greatest impact on overall school improvement. This
observed practice can exist school-wide or be grade-level or department/content
specific.    

Primary Essential Practice

To identify the Primary Essential Practice, SLTs will review the Essential Practices listed within
the “Significantly Decreased Data Findings” section. The SLT will determine which Essential
Practice needs the greatest enhancements to have a positive impact on the school’s
overall performance during the 2020-2021 school year. 

 Secondary Essential Practice
To identify the Secondary Essential Practice, SLTs will review the Essential Practices listed
within the “Neutral Data Findings” section. The SLT will determine which Essential Practice
needs enhancements to have a positive impact on the school’s overall performance
during the 2020-2021 school year.
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The selection of each Essential Practice (Sustained, Primary and Secondary) and Priority
Actions will drive the school’s action plans for the 2020-2021 school year.

SCHOOL CULTURE

Sustained Essential Practice

Social and Emotional Learning (SEL)

Primary Essential Practice

Family Engagement

Secondary Essential Practice

Attendance Initiatives

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

Sustained Essential Practice

Standards-Aligned Instruction

Primary Essential Practice

Data-Driven Decision Making

Secondary Essential Practice

Ongoing Progress Monitoring

PART TWO 
SCHOOL LEADERSHIP CORE COMPETENCIES

 

The School Improvement Process begins with identification of Essential Practices within a
school to sustain or enhance to improve the school’s overall performance during the 2020-
2021 school year. The next step in the process is to assess and develop the School Leadership
Team’s skills to successfully lead and support the implementation of the plan.

 

The School Leadership Core Competencies identified below include patterns of thinking,
feeling, acting, or speaking that are directly connected to a leader’s ability to affect change
within a school. SLTs will assess their current skill level in each of the Core Competencies and
determine how they will be applied throughout the School Improvement Process. 

 

Competency 1: Commitment to Students A relentless pursuit and commitment to student
learning as evidenced by a belief in one’s own capability, and the courage to take a stand
on behalf of students.

Commitment to Students includes certain behaviors such as:

taking ownership for students’ learning
setting high expectations for all learners
believing in students’ ability to learn regardless of barriers 
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relentlessly pursuing the implementation of what is right for the students
supporting decisions and policies to improve instruction and advance learning for all
students

Development in Commitment to Students prioritizes the students’ learning as the foundation
of the School Improvement Process.

 

Competency 2: Focus on Sustainable Results The deliberate actions and continuous drive to
set challenging goals and reach a high standard of performance despite barriers.

A Focus on Sustainable Results includes certain behaviors such as: 

prioritizing activities
implementing initiatives
regularly tracking progress
demonstrating perseverance
considering innovative actions
taking courses of action to achieve desired results and minimize risks

Developing in the area of Focusing on Sustainable Results will provide short and long-range
goals for successful implementation of School Improvement Process.

 

Competency 3: Developing Others The act of influencing others, with the specific intent, to
increase their short and long-term effectiveness, perceptions, thinking, and actions.

Developing Others includes certain behaviors such as:

setting positive expectations
personally providing instruction
providing developmental feedback
choosing the timing and delivery of information
selecting training and work assignments to build other’s capabilities
fully delegating so that others may learn from their own successes and mistakes

Growth in Developing Others will provide opportunities to influence and improve the skills of
all stakeholders throughout the School Improvement Process.

 

Competency 4: Engages the Team A group of adults working collectively to leverage their
input, to develop actionable and tangible goals, and to implement change in the school.

Engaging the Team includes certain behaviors such as:

empowering others
keeping people on the team informed
ensuring that the team produces as planned
promoting the morale and performance of a team
obtaining resources that the team needs to perform
motivating the team with a compelling vision and enthusiasm

Development in Engaging the Team allows for a collaborative and comprehensive effort by
all stakeholders throughout the School Improvement Process.
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Competency 1: Commitment to Students
Describe the School Leadership Team's current reality regarding Commitment to Students.

The School Leadership Team at Oliver Hoover Elementary School is highly committed to
students. The teachers take ownership for students' learning and set high expectations for all
learners. Moreover, our staff addresses student needs through data-driven instruction.
Administration and teachers put the students' needs at the center of all decisions and
attempt to meet the instructional and social-emotional needs of all students through both
intervention, enrichment programs, and counseling.

As evidenced by:

Several procedures are in place that demonstrate the school's commitment to students: data
chat protocols, intervention programs, clubs and extracurricular activities, student case
management data, and incentives for attendance and core values.

Describe how the School Leadership Team will use the Commitment to Students competency
in the School Improvement Process.

The School Leadership Team will continue to engage in ongoing progress monitoring and
data chats on a quarterly basis. Decisions about how to best meet the students' needs will be
made at those meetings. When making decisions and establishing procedures and policies
(addressing school culture and academic needs), student data will continue to be at the
forefront. Additionally, greater attention will be given to the students' social-emotional needs.

Competency 2: Focusing on Sustainable Results
Describe the School Leadership Team's current reality regarding Focusing on Sustainable
Results.

The School Leadership Team both sustains current practices and implements various
strategies and initiatives to maintain results. The team carefully chooses challenging goals
and prioritizes actions based on data and available resources. Progress monitoring data is
used throughout the school year to ensure students receive appropriate remediation and/or
enrichment.

As evidenced by:

Several procedures are in place that demonstrate the school's focus on sustainable results:
data reports (e.g., i-Ready, Imagine Learning, etc.), agendas and minutes from EESAC, grade
level, and Leadership Team meetings, as well as data chat protocols.

Describe how the School Leadership Team will use the Focusing on Sustainable Results
competency in the School Improvement Process.

The School Leadership Team will continue to carefully choose challenging goals and
objectives based on available data and resources. The Team will prioritize, and track, the
progress of goals and actions accordingly. When selecting strategies and initiatives, the
Leadership Team will consider how these fit in with the school's shared vision.

Competency 3: Developing Others
Describe the School Leadership Team's current reality regarding Developing Others.
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Currently, the School Leadership Team, in conjunction with the Professional Learning Support
Team (PLST), works to develop other professionals by providing job-embedded professional
development in small and large group professional settings, as needed, on PD Days and
during common planning sessions. Additionally, opportunities for shared decision-making are
provided to staff members.

As evidenced by:

Several procedures are in place that demonstrate the school's attempt to develop others:
lesson plans, master schedule, PD agendas, and minutes from grade level meetings.

Describe how the School Leadership Team will use the Developing Others competency in the
School Improvement Process.

The School Leadership Team will strive to develop and empower others by providing staff
members with opportunities to work collaboratively. The School Leadership Team will give full
responsibility for challenging work as "stretch" experiences that will afford staff members the
opportunity to grow professionally, while enhancing the quality of the education imparted.
The PLST will include more staff members as presenters at the various professional
development offerings throughout the school year. Moreover, the School Leadership Team
will provide regular feedback to faculty and staff on specific practices and strategies.

Competency 4: Engages the Team
Describe the School Leadership Team's current reality regarding Engages the Team.

Currently, the School Leadership Team keeps staff members informed through the use of the
week-at-a-glance bulletins and email. Staff members enjoy receiving rewards and incentives.
Additionally, teachers are encouraged to join school-based committees of their choosing to
make decisions that enhance school processes and procedures.

As evidenced by:

Several procedures are in place that demonstrate the school's efforts to engage the team:
week-at-a-glance bulletins, tags, treats, motivational poems provided to staff members, and
minutes from committee meetings.

Describe how the School Leadership Team will use the Engages the Team competency in the
School Improvement Process.

The School Leadership Team will work to enhance its ability to engage the team. Rewards
and incentives will continue to be used in order to motivate and engage others. Celebrations
and recognitions will continue to be organized in order to promote a sense of belonging
among members. The School Leadership Team will continue to involve staff members in
defining goals and expectations. Most importantly, staff members will engage in
collaborative conversations that will require them to develop action plans to resolve school-
based problems.

PART THREE

PRIORITY ACTIONS DEVELOPMENT
         

School Leadership Teams will review the Essential Practice Enhancements to create Priority
Actions necessary to ensure the successful implementation of the Sustained, Primary, and
Secondary Practices by the end of the 2020-2021 school year. 

Sustained Essential Practice
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SLTs will identify the Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice by determining a
list of actions necessary to successfully sustain the identified practice by the end of the
2020-2021 school year.  

Secondary and Primary Essential Practices
SLTs will identify the Priority Actions for the Secondary and Primary Essential Practices by
reviewing the selected enhancements for each and determining a list of actions
necessary to successfully implement the identified enhancements by the end of the
2020-2021 school year. 

Priority Actions

Schools will reflect on the implementation of the Sustained Essential Practice, the
Primary Essential Practice and the Secondary Essential Practice in the previous year(s) to
identify what specific actions are necessary to sustain and/or enhance the practices
during the 2020-2021 school year. These actions will be captured under Priority Actions. 

 

The Priority Actions will assist in prioritizing the detailed action plans to be developed
throughout the School Improvement Process during the 2020-2021 school year.

SCHOOL CULTURE

Sustained Essential Practice

Social and Emotional Learning (SEL)

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

Teachers and staff will work together to integrate the teaching of SEL into the teaching of
academic subjects. Social and emotional competencies will be woven into the teaching of
core academic content and curriculum.

Primary Essential Practice

Family Engagement

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice

A variety of activities will be implemented to engage parents and family members. Some
activities will focus on educating parents, while other activities will allow all stakeholders to
engage meaningfully and share in the school's culture.

Secondary Essential Practice

Attendance Initiatives

Priority Actions to Enhance the Secondary Essential Practice

An attendance plan will be developed and used to monitor attendance throughout the
school year. Rewards and incentives will be provided for good attendance, while students
with excessive absences will receive consequences.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

Sustained Essential Practice

Standards-Aligned Instruction
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Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

Grade Levels, Department Heads, and Administrators will work collaboratively to ensure that
the teachers are making the connection between the learning objectives, learning activities,
and assessment.

Primary Essential Practice

Data-Driven Decision Making

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice

Teachers will use various data points to drive their instruction, as well as use Differentiated
Instruction as a means to ensure that students' needs are being met.

Secondary Essential Practice

Ongoing Progress Monitoring

Priority Actions to Enhance the Secondary Essential Practice

Teachers will hold Data Chats with the students on a monthly basis. Administration will hold
Data Chats on a quarterly basis with teachers to review results.

OUTCOME STATEMENTS
The School Leadership Team will create an overarching Outcome Statement in the areas of
School Culture and Academic Programs. The School Improvement Process Outcome
Statement is the goal the school aims to accomplish by the end of the 2020-2021 school year.
SLTs will:

Participate in a protocol to assist in creating the overarching School Improvement
Process vision for their school.
Consider the predicted results if effective implementation of the identified Essential
Practices (Sustained, Primary, and Secondary) occur.

Develop a statement that encompasses the intended outcome as a result of having
successfully implemented the Sustained Practice and Primary/Secondary Essential Practice
Enhancements at the end of the 2020-2021 school year.

SCHOOL CULTURE

OUTCOME STATEMENT
School Culture

1. If we successfully implement our Sustained Practice of working on the Social and Emotional
Learning skills of students, then we will improve the students' academic outcomes and
classroom behavior, thereby having a positive impact on school culture. 2. If we successfully
implement our Primary Essential Practice of Family Engagement, then parents will participate
in a variety of school activities that will allow them to support their children's learning process.
3. If we successfully implement our Secondary Essential Practice of Attendance Initiatives,
then school attendance will improve, especially as it pertains to the number of students with
excessive absences.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

OUTCOME STATEMENT
Academic Programs
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1. If we successfully implement our Sustained Practice of Standards-Aligned Instruction, then
the students will make connections between learning objectives, learning activities, and
assessment, thereby having an impact on academic attainment. 2. If we successfully
implement our Primary Essential Practice of Ongoing Progress Monitoring, then teachers and
students will be able to monitor their progress on an ongoing basis, which will have an impact
on student learning. 3. If we successfully implement our Secondary Essential Practice of
Differentiated Instruction, then teachers will use diagnostic data to create instructional
groups and provide the students with small-group instruction based on their academic
needs.

OPENING OF SCHOOL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
School Leadership Teams will design a professional development (PD) to be provided during
the Opening of Schools Mandatory PD Day. In the plan below, specify the following: morning
or afternoon sessions, topics to be shared, protocols being used in both small and large
groups, and the facilitator(s) leading the group sessions. The purpose of the professional
development will be to share what was realized, acknowledged, learned, and planned
during Phase I of the School Improvement Process with teachers and staff to garner
feedback.

 

The professional development should include a summary of the:

Data and Systems Review Summary
School Leadership Core Competency Course Reflections
Sustained Essential Practice and Priority Actions
Primary & Secondary Essential Practice Selections

Priority Actions
Outcome Statements
Key content and strategies from Synergy courses  

 

The professional development should include opportunities to gather teachers’ and staff
input/feedback on the following:

Essential Practice Selections and Priority Actions
Brainstorm possible Implementation Steps
Identify possible roles/resources

 

Opening of School Professional Development Agenda

Opening 
of 

School 
Date

(08/20/20) 
 AM-PM

Phase I Topic

What topic will be
shared?

Data and Systems
Review Summary
School Leadership
Core
Competency
Course Reflections

Process Description

What process/protocol will be used to
share the topic and garner feedback

from all stakeholders?

Activity Lead

Who will
facilitate the
sharing of the
topic and the
collection and
discussion of

feedback
regarding the

topic?
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Sustained Essential
Practice 
Primary &
Secondary
Essential Practice
Selections
Priority Actions
Outcome
Statements

08/19/2020
9:00 AM

Data Maps will be
shared with faculty.

Staff will be asked to work
collaboratively to review the Data
Maps and identify improved, neutral
and significantly decreased data
findings.

Members of
the Synergy
Team will
facilitate the
activity and
visit the
Breakout
Rooms as the
teachers
dissect the
data.

08/19/2020
9:20 AM

The data findings
selected at Synergy will
be shared with the staff.

The Synergy Team will share the
selected data findings and related
essential practices identified during
Synergy. During the discussion, the staff
will be asked to provide feedback.

Members of
the Synergy
Team will
facilitate the
activity.

08/19/2020
9:45 AM

Staff members will
reflect on the School
Leadership Core
Competencies.

Using Zoom's Annotate feature,
teachers will be asked to rate the
school as it pertains to each Core
Competency. A discussion will follow
where the Synergy Team will describe
how they rated the school on the Core
Competencies. During the discussion,
the staff will be asked to provide
feedback.

Members of
the Synergy
Team will
facilitate the
activity.

08/19/2020
10:00 AM

The Sustained Essential
Practice and the
Primary and Secondary
Essential Practices will
be shared with staff.
The Priority Actions and
Outcome Statements
will then be shared with
staff.

The Inquiry-Pair Share Protocol will be
used to discuss the Sustained Essential
Practice, as well as the Primary and
Secondary Essential Practices. The
Inquiry-Pair Share Protocol will then be
used to discuss the Priority Actions and
Outcome Statements.

Members of
the Synergy
Team will
facilitate the
activity.
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Phase II

Action Planning

Consensus – Define – Implement

 

Phase II will be developed and executed by the school as described below:

Phase II Development & Stakeholder Engagement

  August 17 – August 28, 2020    

Provide Opening of Schools Development to share Phase I results and garner
stakeholder feedback using the OOS Development Plan 
Develop School Culture and Academic Programs Implementation Steps

Schools will begin Phase II of the School Improvement Process with an Opening of Schools
Professional Development led by the School Leadership Team (SLT). Topics such as Data and
Systems Review Summary, the Sustained Essential Practice, Primary and Secondary Essential
Practices, Priority Actions, and Outcome Statements will be discussed and examined with
stakeholders.  The SLT will purposefully engage stakeholders in providing reflective feedback
on the creation and implementation of specific actions aimed at achieving improved School
Culture and Academic Programs. The development of the School Culture and Academic
Programs specific Implementation Steps will be completed by August 28, 2020.

 

Implementation Steps Requirements:

Align to the school’s Outcome Statement, Essential Practices and Priority Actions
Provide specific implementation dates
Describe the specific action or activity that will take place
Include the name(s) and position(s) of the person(s) responsible
Specify what evidence would demonstrate the intended Implementation Step was
achieved
Describe the process that will be used to monitor each Implementation Step and the
person(s) involved in monitoring

 

Quarter 1 Implementation

August 31 – October 16, 2020
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Participate with the School Leadership Team in a Region Review Process
Meet with the EESAC to review and approve Phase I & II of the School Improvement
Process
Monitor the execution of Quarter 1 Implementation Steps to ensure a high degree of
fidelity 
Conduct an Impact Review to gather qualitative data that will inform the Quarter 1
Systems Review

During Quarter 1 Implementation, schools will execute Quarter 1 Implementation Steps. The
school leadership team will monitor, facilitate and assess the degree to which steps were
executed based on collected evidence. Towards the conclusion of this stage, schools will
conduct an internal impact review that will inform their Systems Review and Data Reflection.

Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) Data Incorporation

In Phase II you will be asked to identify any subgroup(s) that fell below the 41% threshold
according to the Federal Index (link below). If applicable, your school team will
determine specific actions to target identified subgroup(s).  As specified in the Every
Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) the subgroup(s) are made up of: White, Black/African
American, Hispanic, Asian, Native American, Multiracial, Pacific Islander, and
Economically Disadvantaged students. In addition to the data provided on the SIP
Dashboard, the school’s entire ESSA Report Card may be viewed by using this link to the
EduData site (edudata.fldoe.org) in order to assist in the identification of those target
subgroup(s).  
Federal Index and ESSA Support Categories

After analyzing the subgroup data, strategize how the Priority Actions for the Primary Essential
Practice (in Academic Programs only) in the SIP will address the subgroup(s) of concern. 
Furthermore, in the first quarter Implementation Steps, include at least one Implementation
Step aligned to the appropriate subgroup(s) that are being addressed. 

 

Quarter 1 Systems Review & Data Reflection

October 19 – October 30, 2020

Evaluate and reflect on the success of the Quarter 1 Implementation Steps through the
Systems Review and Data Reflection
Revise and/or develop School Culture and Academic Programs Quarter 2
Implementation Steps

After the Quarter 1 Implementation stage, schools will examine the success of the
Implementation Steps and will have the opportunity to adjust/modify based on qualitative
and quantitative data gathered during the Impact Review. SLTs will develop better informed
and refined Implementation Steps to execute during Quarter 2 Implementation. 

 

https://edudata.fldoe.org/
http://www.fldoe.org/core/fileparse.php/14196/urlt/FederalIndex19.xlsx
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Quarter 2 Implementation

November 2 – December 18, 2020

Monitor the execution of Quarter 2 Implementation Steps to ensure a high degree of
fidelity
Title I Schools will upload their 2020-2021 Title I – Parent and Family Engagement Plan
(PFEP)

During Quarter 2 Implementation, schools will execute Quarter 2 Implementation Steps. The
school leadership team will monitor, facilitate and assess the degree to which steps were
executed based on collected evidence.
 
 

SCHOOL CULTURE
Quarter 1 Implementation

(August 31 – October 16, 2020)

 

School Culture Outcome Statement

1. If we successfully implement our Sustained Practice of working on the Social and Emotional
Learning skills of students, then we will improve the students' academic outcomes and
classroom behavior, thereby having a positive impact on school culture. 2. If we successfully
implement our Primary Essential Practice of Family Engagement, then parents will participate
in a variety of school activities that will allow them to support their children's learning process.
3. If we successfully implement our Secondary Essential Practice of Attendance Initiatives,
then school attendance will improve, especially as it pertains to the number of students with
excessive absences.

Sustained Essential Practice

Social and Emotional Learning (SEL)

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

Teachers and staff will work together to integrate the teaching of SEL into the teaching of
academic subjects. Social and emotional competencies will be woven into the teaching of
core academic content and curriculum.

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected Evidence

(What evidence would
demonstrate the

Implementation Step was
successfully executed?)

Monitoring

(How and
Who?)

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Sept 11

Beginning August
31st, a FlipGrid will
be available for
parents to use to
meet their

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,

Data from FlipGrid will be
monitored (i.e., the number
of views).

The
Administrative
Team will
monitor the
number of
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teachers, as well as
the entire staff.

Assistant
Principal

Views of the
FlipGrid.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Sept 11

During the first two
weeks of
September,
administrators and
faculty will
disseminate Start
with Hello activities
through various
digital platforms.

Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Kimberly
Montero,
Media
Specialist

Administrators will conduct
virtual classroom visits to
ascertain that inclusive
activities are being
implemented schoolwide.
The activities selected
should focus on social-
emotional aspects of the
students' experiences (e.g.,
"all about me" videos using
programs such as FlipGrid),
thereby promoting feelings
of belonging and
acceptance.

The
Administrative
Team will visits
classrooms.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Starting the first
week of school,
teachers and staff
members will allow
time for Mindfulness
Moments
throughout the
day.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal,
Teachers

The effectiveness of
Mindfulness Moments will
be monitored by the
Administrative Team
through discussions and
surveys that will conducted
throughout the year.

The
Administrative
Team will
monitor the
discussions
and surveys.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Sept 18

During the first two
weeks of
September, the
administrators and
counselor will
review core values
during the virtual
Values Matter
assemblies. The
administrators and
counselor will
highlight
adherence to
school norms.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Sandra
Perez,
Counselor,
Teachers

During student online
assemblies, student
expectations will be
discussed, especially as
these pertain to adherence
to the school norms. It is
expected that students will
participate and ask
questions as appropriate.

The
Administrative
Team and the
Counselor will
lead the
student online
assemblies
and monitor
student
responses.

Primary Essential Practice

Family Engagement

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice

A variety of activities will be implemented to engage parents and family members. Some
activities will focus on educating parents, while other activities will allow all stakeholders to
engage meaningfully and share in the school's culture.
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Implementation
Date(s) Implementation Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected
Evidence

(What evidence
would

demonstrate the
Implementation

Step was
successfully
executed?)

Monitoring

(How and
Who?)

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Sept 4

In preparation for the first
week of school, the
Administrative Team will
invite the parents for an
Orientation to review
expectations and answer
questions. An Orientation
will be held in English and a
second Orientation will be
held in Spanish.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal

The PowerPoint
Presentation and
virtual sign-in
sheet will serve as
documentation
that the
implementation
step was
successfully
executed.

The
Administrative
Team will the
number or
parents
attending the
Orientation and
will address the
questions
asked.

Start: Mon, Sept
14

End: Fri, Oct 2

In September, a Parent
Academy Workshop
focusing on the Parent
Portal will be offered for
parents new to the school,
or those in need of a
refresher. Parents will be
invited via School
Messenger, Microsoft
Teams, and through
Homeroom classroom
teacher platforms.

Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Tatiana
Pardo, CIS

Attendance at
the virtual Parent
Workshop will be
monitored.
Additionally, the
CIS will note
questions and
concerns raised
by parents to
provide
clarification and
assistance as
needed.

The
Administrative
Team, with the
school's CIS, will
monitor the
number of
parents
attending the
workshop.

Start: Mon, Sept
14

End: Fri, Oct 2

The administrators,
counselor, and CIS will
administer a Parent Survey
and analyze the results to
identify the topics that the
parents indicated were of
most interest to them.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Tatiana
Pardo, CIS
Sandra
Perez,
Counselor

The compilation
of data will serve
as evidence of
the successful
completion of this
step. The topics
selected should
be based on the
responses to the
survey.

The
Administrative
Team will verify
that the there is
consistency
between the
topics selected
and the data
garnered from
the survey.
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Start: Mon, Oct
5

End: Fri, Oct 16

Based on the topics
identified in the previous
action step, the Assistant
Principal and CIS will work
with the Parent Academy
to schedule workshops that
involve parents throughout
the school year.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Tatiana
Pardo, CIS

The calendar of
Parent Workshops
which will cover
topics of interest
to the parents will
demonstrate the
successful
completion of this
step.

The
Administrative
Team will verify
that the topics
selected are
related to the
results of the
Parent Survey
and are
strategically
scheduled
throughout the
school year.

Secondary Essential Practice

Attendance Initiatives

Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice

An attendance plan will be developed and used to monitor attendance throughout the
school year. Rewards and incentives will be provided for good attendance, while students
with excessive absences will receive consequences.

Implementation
Date(s) Implementation Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected Evidence

(What evidence
would demonstrate
the Implementation

Step was successfully
executed?)

Monitoring

(How and
Who?)

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Sept 25

During the first week of
September, the
Administrative Team
will disseminate the
school's Attendance
Plan to parents via
multiple ways. The
parents will be
emailed a letter
detailing the
guidelines. School
Messenger will be used
to notify parents about
the plan. The
attendance guidelines

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Sandra
Perez,
Counselor
Kimberly
Montero,
Media
Specialist
Tatiana
Pardo, CIS

Delivery reports from
School Messenger,
printouts from website
and a review of the
school
correspondence
binder will provide
documentation that
the step was
implemented
successfully. Student
attendance (as
measured by the
daily attendance
rate) should increase.

The
Administrative
Team will
monitor the
school's website,
emails, and the
reports detailing
the messages
sent via School
Messenger.
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will be posted on the
school's website.

Start: Mon, Sept
14

End: Fri, Oct 16

Starting the third week
of September,
classroom attendance
will be monitored
through the use of an
attendance chart
requiring 10 days of
perfect attendance.
An online bulletin
board to display each
class' progress will be
maintained.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal,
Teachers

The attendance
charts will be kept in
a binder. This will be
used to keep track of
the number of days
that each class has
100% attendance.
The online bulletin
board on the
Morning
Announcements will
display each class'
progress towards 100
days of perfect
attendance.
Ultimately, student
attendance should
increase.

The
Administrative
Team will review
the charts and
monitor the
number of days
with 100%
attendance.

Start: Mon, Sept
14

End: Fri, Oct 16

Starting the third week
of September,
individual attendance
will be promoted
through the use of a
raffle on random days.
Randomly selected
students will be
recognized through
the morning
announcements. They
will be given tickets to
collect a prize from
the online store.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal

Every week, groups of
students will be
selected and their
names announced. A
bag will be used to
keep track of the
students who have
been randomly
selected. Student
attendance (as
measured by the
daily attendance
rate) should increase.

The
Administrative
Team will keep
track of the
students
selected and
the ones who
were absent.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

During the first
quarter,the school will
host virtual a Parent
Orientation to explain
to parents the
importance of student
attendance.

Assistant
Principal
Sandra
Perez,
Counselor
Tatiana
Pardo, CIS

PowerPoint
Presentation,
agenda, and digital
sign-in sheets will be
used to document
the implementation
of this action step.
Additionally,
documents
pertaining to the
flyers, messages, and

The
Administratatrive
Team will
monitor the
number of
parents
attending the
orientation and
will make note
of parents
whose children
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promotion activities
will be maintained.

have poor
attendance
rates but who
did not
participate.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
Quarter 1 Implementation

(August 31 – October 16, 2020)

 

Academic Programs Outcome Statement

1. If we successfully implement our Sustained Practice of Standards-Aligned Instruction, then
the students will make connections between learning objectives, learning activities, and
assessment, thereby having an impact on academic attainment. 2. If we successfully
implement our Primary Essential Practice of Ongoing Progress Monitoring, then teachers and
students will be able to monitor their progress on an ongoing basis, which will have an impact
on student learning. 3. If we successfully implement our Secondary Essential Practice of
Differentiated Instruction, then teachers will use diagnostic data to create instructional
groups and provide the students with small-group instruction based on their academic
needs.

Sustained Essential Practice

Standards-Aligned Instruction

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

Grade Levels, Department Heads, and Administrators will work collaboratively to ensure that
the teachers are making the connection between the learning objectives, learning activities,
and assessment.

Implementation
Date(s) Implementation Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected
Evidence

(What evidence
would

demonstrate the
Implementation

Step was
successfully
executed?)

Monitoring

(How and
Who?)

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Sept 18

During the first three weeks
in September, the teachers
will meet in grade level
teams to review/ discuss
their impressions of the My
School Online platform and
the rigor of the lessons
included therein.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Grade

Grade level
meeting minutes
will serve as
documentation
that this action
step was
successfully
executed.

The
Administrative
Team will
review the
minutes from
the meeting.
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Level
Chairs,
Teachers

Start: Mon, Sept
14

End: Fri, Oct 2

In grade level teams, the
teachers will review the
standards to be addressed
by the State/ District
Assessment.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Grade
Level
Chairs,
Teachers

Grade level
meeting minutes
will serve as
documentation
that this action
step was
successfully
executed.

The
Administrative
Team will
review the
minutes from
the meeting.

Start: Mon, Sept
28

End: Fri, Oct 16

During the regularly-
scheduled collaborative
team meetings, the
teachers will align the
content of the standards to
the content of the My
School Online platform to
include supplemental
material as needed.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Grade
Level
Chairs,
Teachers

Teacher lesson
plans and grade
level meeting
minutes will serve
as documentation
that this action
step was
successfully
executed.

The
Administrative
Team will
review the
lesson plans
and minutes
from the
meeting.

Start: Mon, Sept
28

End: Fri, Oct 16

During the regularly-
scheduled collaborative
team meetings, the
teachers will review the
assessments and make sure
that they are aligned to the
content taught and the
standards to be tested in
Spring 2021.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Grade
Level
Chairs,
Teachers

Student work
samples and
grade level
meeting minutes
will serve as
documentation
that this action
step was
successfully
executed.

The
Administrative
Team will
review the
work samples
and minutes
from the
meeting.

Primary Essential Practice

Data-Driven Decision Making

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice

Teachers will use various data points to drive their instruction, as well as use Differentiated
Instruction as a means to ensure that students' needs are being met.

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation Steps Person(s)
Responsible

Expected Evidence Monitoring
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(First & last
name,

position)

(What evidence would
demonstrate the

Implementation Step
was successfully

executed?)

(How and
Who?)

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Sept 18

During the first three
weeks of September,
the teachers will
engage in data chats
with the students to
review program data
and identify goals
specific to each
program.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Teachers

A review of data
folders will determine
whether this action
step was completed
successfully. (Student
self-reflections and
goal-setting will
provide evidence of
self-monitoring.)

The
Administrative
Team will
review the data
folders and
student growth
monitoring
forms at
random as they
conduct
walkthroughs
(virtually or in
person).

Start: Mon, Sept
14

End: Fri, Oct 16

Based on the data
analyzed, teachers
will implement DI in
their classrooms.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Teachers

The Administrative
Team will engage in
classroom
walkthroughs (virtually
or in person) and will
look for DI in action
(e.g., DI work folders,
data binder with
evidence of OPM)

The
Administrative
Team will
monitor the
implementation
of DI during
classroom
walkthroughs
(virtually or in
person).

Start: Mon, Sept
14

End: Fri, Oct 16

Teachers will establish
an environment
conducive to the
implementation of DI
(e.g., breakout
rooms) and develop
a schedule of
rotations to ascertain
that all students meet
with the teacher on a
weekly basis. Groups
will be fluid and
based on data.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Teachers

The Administrative
Team will conduct
classroom
walkthroughs (virtually
or in person) and look
for a classroom
environment
conducive to to the
implementation of DI,
specifically a rotation
schedule and centers/
alternate activities for
students not working at
the teacher-led center
that is based on
student data.

The
Administrative
Team will look
for evidence
that a rotation
schedule and
data-driven
decision-
making
processes have
been
established.
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Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Teachers will make
changes to the DI
group composition as
data is gathered and
analyzed.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
MariaLopez,
Assistant
Principal
Teachers

The Administrative
Team will look for
evidence of flexible
grouping during DI.
These groups should be
determined based on
data.

The
Administrative
Team will look
for evidence
that groups are
fluid and
flexible and
based on data.

ESSA Reflection

To complete the following ESSA Reflection, refer to the Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA) Data Incorporation section in  the Phase II Introduction for additional
information. 

If you have met expectations with all subgroup(s) input n/a in the next two fields.   

Identify which of the ESSA subgroup(s) did not meet the 41% threshold according to the
Federal Index (White, Black/African American, Hispanic, Asian, Native American, Multiracial,
Pacific Islander, Economically Disadvantaged Students, Students with Disabilities, English
Language Learners).

N/A

In the narrative below, be sure to detail how you will address the school-wide improvement
priorities for these identified subgroup(s).

N/A

Lastly, review the Implementation Steps for the Primary Essential Practice in Quarter
1 Implementation above, be sure to include at least one Implementation Step to
address the subgroup(s) that fell below the 41% threshold per the Federal Index. 

Secondary Essential Practice

Ongoing Progress Monitoring

Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice

Teachers will hold Data Chats with the students on a monthly basis. Administration will hold
Data Chats on a quarterly basis with teachers to review results.

Implementation
Date(s) Implementation Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected Evidence

(What evidence
would demonstrate
the Implementation

Step was
successfully
executed?)

Monitoring

(How and Who?)

Start: Mon, Aug
31

During the first two
weeks of school,

Mercy
Aguilar,

Grade level
meeting minutes will

The Administrative
Team will review
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End: Mon, Sept
14

teachers will meet in
grade level teams to
review the available
data.

Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Grade
Level
Teams
Individual
Teachers

serve as
documentation that
this action step was
successfully
executed.

the minutes from
the meeting.

Start: Mon, Oct
5

End: Fri, Oct 16

After the
administration of the i-
Ready AP1
assessment, the
Administrative Team
will meet with the
teachers to conduct
quarterly data chats
and review the
ongoing progress
monitoring (OPM)
process.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Grade
Level
Teams
Individual
Teachers

Data chats with the
Administrative Team
will be scheduled.
The discussion
(guided by key
questions) will serve
as evidence of the
successful
completion of this
action step.

The Administrative
Team will provide
a schedule of
data chats and
engage in
conversation with
the teachers to
ascertain their
understanding of
their students'
needs.

Start: Mon, Sept
21

End: Fri, Oct 9

During the first quarter,
teachers will introduce
the OPM folders to the
students.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Teachers

The OPM Folder,
with an adequate
growth expectation
written by each
student, will serve as
evidence that this
step was
successfully
completed.

The Administrative
Team will review
the OPM folders
during virtual
classroom
walkthroughs.

Start: Mon, Oct
5

End: Fri, Oct 16

During the first quarter,
the teachers will
engage in data chats
with the students to
review program data
and identify goals
specific to each
program.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Teachers

A review of
selected OPM
folders will
determine whether
this action step was
completed
successfully.
(Student self-
reflections and
goal-setting will
provide evidence
of self-monitoring.)

The Administrative
Team will review
the OPM folders
and student
growth monitoring
forms at random
as they conduct
virtual
walkthroughs.

Parent Family Engagement Plan (PFEP)
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SCHOOL CULTURE
Quarter 2 Implementation

(November 2 – December 18, 2020)

 

School Culture Outcome Statement

1. If we successfully implement our Sustained Practice of working on the Social and Emotional
Learning skills of students, then we will improve the students' academic outcomes and
classroom behavior, thereby having a positive impact on school culture. 2. If we successfully
implement our Primary Essential Practice of Family Engagement, then parents will participate
in a variety of school activities that will allow them to support their children's learning process.
3. If we successfully implement our Secondary Essential Practice of Attendance Initiatives,
then school attendance will improve, especially as it pertains to the number of students with
excessive absences.

Sustained Essential Practice

Social and Emotional Learning (SEL)

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

Teachers and staff will work together to integrate the teaching of SEL into the teaching of
academic subjects. Social and emotional competencies will be woven into the teaching of
core academic content and curriculum.

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected Evidence

(What evidence would
demonstrate the

Implementation Step was
successfully executed?)

Monitoring

(How and
Who?)

Start: Mon, Nov
2

End: Fri, Dec 18

The Media
Specialist will post a
positive morning
affirmation daily on
the school virtual
Morning
Announcements.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Kimberly
Montero,
Media
Specialist

All the videos will be kept
in an online file and
monitored to make sure
this step is successfully
implemented.

The
Administrative
Team will
monitor the
videos.

Start: Mon, Nov
2

End: Fri, Dec 18

Teachers and staff
members will
continue to allow
time for Mindfulness
Moments

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,

The effectiveness of
Mindfulness Moments will
be monitored by the
Administrative Team
through discussions and

The
Administrative
Team will
monitor the
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throughout the
day.

Assistant
Principal
Sandra
Perez,
Counselor,
Teachers

surveys that will conducted
throughout the year.

discussions
and surveys.

Start: Mon, Nov
2

End: Fri, Dec 18

Teachers,
counselor and
administrators will
highlight and
review the core
values of the
month. The
administrators and
counselor will
highlight
adherence to
school norms.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Sandra
Perez,
Counselor
Teachers

During student online
assemblies and classroom
instruction, student
expectations will be
discussed, especially as
these pertain to
adherence to the school
norms. It is expected that
students will participate
and ask questions as
appropriate.

The
Administrative
Team,
counselor and
teachers will
monitor
student
responses
during online
assemblies
and classroom
instruction.

Primary Essential Practice

Family Engagement

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice

A variety of activities will be implemented to engage parents and family members. Some
activities will focus on educating parents, while other activities will allow all stakeholders to
engage meaningfully and share in the school's culture.

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected Evidence

(What evidence
would demonstrate
the Implementation

Step was successfully
executed?)

Monitoring

(How and Who?)

Start: Mon, Nov
2

End: Fri, Dec 18

The PTA will
host its bi-
monthly
General
Meeting
virtually.

Mercy Aguilar,
Principal Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal Marilu
Burgos,
Community
Involvement
Specialist (CIS)

Attendance at the
PTA General Meeting
will be monitored.
Furthermore, the
"sign-up" sheet will be
monitored to
determine if
additional parents
are joining to

The Administrative
Team, with the
school's PTA Board,
will monitor
attendance at the
General Meeting
and analyze the
number of
volunteers signing
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PTA Board
Members

volunteer in school
events.

up to assist in school
events.

Start: Wed, Nov
4

End: Wed, Nov
4

The
Administrative
Team will host
the Title I
Annual Parent
Meeting via
Zoom.

Mercy Aguilar,
Principal Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal,
Marilu Burgos,
CIS

Attendance at the
Title I Annual Parent
Meeting will be
documented on a
Microsoft Forms
distributed via the
Zoom chat.
Additionally, minutes
from the meeting will
document parental
input.

The Administrative
Team will monitor
attendance at the
Title I Annual Parent
Meeting and
respond to the
parental input
provided.

Start: Mon, Nov
9

End: Mon, Nov
9

The
Administrative
Team will host a
Parent
Workshop for
kindergarten
and first grade
parents aimed
at fostering
early numeracy
skills.

Mercy Aguilar,
Principal Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal,
Marilu Burgos,
CIS

Attendance at the
Parent Workshop will
be documented on a
Microsoft Forms
distributed via the
Zoom chat. The
PowerPoint will also
serve as
documentation of
successful
completion.

The Administrative
Team will monitor
attendance at the
Parent Workshop.

Start: Wed, Nov
18

End: Wed, Nov
18

The
Administrative
Team will host a
Parent
Workshop for
parents of
students with
excessive
absences.

Mercy Aguilar,
Principal Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal,
Sandra Perez,
Counselor
Marilu Burgos,
CIS

Attendance at the
Parent Workshop will
be documented on a
Microsoft Forms
distributed via the
Zoom chat. The
PowerPoint will also
serve as
documentation of
successful
completion.

The Administrative
Team will monitor
attendance at the
Parent Workshop.

Secondary Essential Practice

Attendance Initiatives

Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice

An attendance plan will be developed and used to monitor attendance throughout the
school year. Rewards and incentives will be provided for good attendance, while students
with excessive absences will receive consequences.

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

Expected Evidence Monitoring
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(First & last
name,

position)

(What evidence would
demonstrate the

Implementation Step was
successfully executed?)

(How and
Who?)

Start: Mon, Nov
2

End: Fri, Dec 18

The school will
recognize students
with 100%
attendance (both
daily and
cumulative).

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal

There should be an
increase in the number of
classes with 100%
attendance.

The
Administrative
Team will
analyze
statistics.

Start: Mon, Nov
2

End: Fri, Dec 18

The school will
promote daily
attendance
through an
attendance raffle
conducted on
random days.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal

There should be an
increase in the daily
attendance percent.

The
Administrative
Team will
analyze
statistics.

Start: Mon, Nov
2

End: Fri, Dec 18

Classroom
attendance will be
monitored through
the use of an
attendance chart
requiring 10 days of
perfect
attendance. An
online bulletin
board to display
each class'
progress will be
maintained.

Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Kimberly
Montero,
Media
Specialist

The attendance charts will
be kept in a binder. This will
be used to keep track of
the number of days that
each class has 100%
attendance. The online
bulletin board on the
Morning Announcements
will display each class'
progress towards 100 days
of perfect attendance.
Ultimately, student
attendance should
increase.

The
Administrative
Team will
review the
charts and
monitor the
number of
days with
100%
attendance.

Start: Mon, Nov
2

End: Fri, Dec 18

Attendance
Review Committee
Meetings will be
held as needed

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Sandra
Perez,
Counselor

Successful implementation
will be determined by the
number of parents
attending the meetings
and willing to work with the
ARC members in identifying
strategies to improve their
child's attendance.

The
Administrative
Team will
review the
ARC Forms.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
Quarter 2 Implementation

(November 2 – December 18, 2020)
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Academic Programs Outcome Statement

1. If we successfully implement our Sustained Practice of Standards-Aligned Instruction, then
the students will make connections between learning objectives, learning activities, and
assessment, thereby having an impact on academic attainment. 2. If we successfully
implement our Primary Essential Practice of Ongoing Progress Monitoring, then teachers and
students will be able to monitor their progress on an ongoing basis, which will have an impact
on student learning. 3. If we successfully implement our Secondary Essential Practice of
Differentiated Instruction, then teachers will use diagnostic data to create instructional
groups and provide the students with small-group instruction based on their academic
needs.

Sustained Essential Practice

Standards-Aligned Instruction

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

Grade Levels, Department Heads, and Administrators will work collaboratively to ensure that
the teachers are making the connection between the learning objectives, learning activities,
and assessment.

Implementation
Date(s) Implementation Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected
Evidence

(What evidence
would

demonstrate the
Implementation

Step was
successfully
executed?)

Monitoring

(How and
Who?)

Start: Mon, Nov
2

End: Fri, Dec 18

In grade level teams, the
teachers will review the
standards to be addressed
by the State/ District
Assessment for Quarter 2.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Grade Level
Chairs,
Teachers

Grade level
meeting minutes
will serve as
documentation
that this action
step was
successfully
executed.

The
Administrative
Team will
review the
minutes from
the meeting.

Start: Mon, Nov
2

End: Fri, Dec 18

During the regularly-
scheduled collaborative
team meetings, the
teachers will review the
assessments and make sure
that they are aligned to the
content taught and the

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal

Student work
samples and
grade level
meeting minutes
will serve as
documentation
that this action

The
Administrative
Team will
review the
minutes from
the meeting.
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standards to be tested in
Spring 2021.

Grade Level
Chairs,
Teachers

step was
successfully
executed.

Primary Essential Practice

Data-Driven Decision Making

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice

Teachers will use various data points to drive their instruction, as well as use Differentiated
Instruction as a means to ensure that students' needs are being met.

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected Evidence

(What evidence
would demonstrate
the Implementation

Step was successfully
executed?)

Monitoring

(How and Who?)

Start: Mon, Nov
2

End: Fri, Dec 18

Teachers will
engage in data
chats with the
students to review
their first semester
data and identify
goals specific to
each program for
the second
semester.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Teachers

A review of data
folders will determine
whether this action
step was completed
successfully. (Student
self-reflections and
goal-setting will
provide evidence of
self-monitoring.)

The Administrative
Team will review
the data folders
and student
growth monitoring
forms at random
as they conduct
walkthroughs
(virtually or in
person).

Start: Mon, Nov
2

End: Fri, Dec 18

Based on the data
analyzed, teachers
will continue to
implement DI
(Differentiated
Instruction) in their
classrooms.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Teachers

The Administrative
Team will engage in
classroom
walkthroughs
(virtually or in person)
and will look for DI in
action (e.g., DI work
folders, data binder
with evidence of
OPM),

The Administrative
Team will monitor
the
implementation of
DI during
classroom
walkthroughs
(virtually or in
person).

Start: Mon, Nov
2

Teachers will make
changes to the DI

Mercy
Aguilar,

The Administrative
Team will look for

The Administrative
Team will look for
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End: Fri, Dec 18 group composition
as data is gathered
and analyzed.

Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Teachers

evidence of flexible
grouping during DI.
These groups should
be determined
based on data.

evidence that
groups are fluid
and flexible and
based on data.

Start: Mon, Nov
2

End: Wed, Nov
18

Teachers will
implement DI with
updated groups on
a daily basis.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Teachers

The Administrative
Team will engage in
classroom
walkthroughs to
observe DI. The
administrative team
will also review DI
folders and data
binders.

The Administrative
Team will monitor
the
implementation of
DI during
classroom
walkthroughs
(virtually or in
person).

Secondary Essential Practice

Ongoing Progress Monitoring

Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice

Teachers will hold Data Chats with the students on a monthly basis. Administration will hold
Data Chats on a quarterly basis with teachers to review results.

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected Evidence

(What evidence would
demonstrate the

Implementation Step
was successfully

executed?)

Monitoring

(How and Who?)

Start: Mon, Nov
2

End: Fri, Dec 18

Teachers will
engage in data
chats with the
students to review
their first semester
data and identify
goals specific to
each program for
the second
semester.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Teachers

A review of data
folders will determine
whether this action
step was completed
successfully. (Student
self-reflections and
goal-setting will
provide evidence of
self-monitoring.)

The Administrative
Team will review
the data folders
and student
growth monitoring
forms at random
as they conduct
walkthroughs
(virtually or in
person).

Start: Mon, Nov
2

End: Fri, Dec 18

Administration will
hold Data Chats on
a quarterly basis
with teachers to
review results.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,

Data chat protocols
will be used to monitor
the discussions during
the data chats with
the Administrative

The Administrative
Team will monitor
the discussion
during the data
chats, making
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Assistant
Principal
Teachers

Team. Said protocols
will serve as
documentation that
this step was
successfully
completed.

sure that all
adhere to the
protocol
provided.

Start: Mon, Nov
2

End: Fri, Dec 18

Teachers will hold
data chats with the
students on a
monthly basis.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Teachers

A review of data
folders will determine
whether this action
step was completed
successfully.

The Administrative
Team will review
the data folders
and student
growth monitoring
forms at random
as they conduct
walkthroughs
(virtually or in
person).

Start: Mon, Nov
2

End: Fri, Dec 18

Teachers and
administration will
review the Growth
Monitoring data to
see how the Tier 2
and Tier 3 students
are progressing and
modify instruction as
needed.

Mercy
Aguilar,
Principal
Maria
Lopez,
Assistant
Principal
Teachers

A review of the Growth
Monitoring reports and
data folders will
determine whether this
action step was
completed
successfully.

The Administrative
Team will review
the Growth
Monitoring reports
and the data
folders at random
as they conduct
walkthroughs
(virtually or in
person).

MDCPS Levels of Support for Addressing Learning Loss

To complete the MDCPS Levels of Support for Addressing Learning Loss section,
refer to the 2020-2021 MDCPS Continuous Learning Plan: A Plan to Mitigate Loss of
Learning Due to COVID-19. Please address Levels 1, 2 and 3 by responding to the
specific questions below. 

Level 1: Accelerating Student Learning- Describe the steps the school is taking to ensure
high-quality grade level instruction is being provided to all students both Schoolhouse and
My School Online (MSO).

All students in the Schoolhouse or in My School Online (MSO) in kindergarten through grade 5
will receive high-quality grade-level instruction alongside standard supports and services.
Strategies to ensure that the best education possible is provided to students include:
~Following the master scheduling guidelines to ascertain that instructional minutes are
maintained. ~Ensuring that teachers deliver strong Tier 1 core instruction, adhering to, and
modifying as needed, the Pacing Guides. ~Continuously monitoring students’ progress on
grade-appropriate, standards-aligned assignments that allow teachers, as well as the
Administrative Team, to make instructional decisions based on the needs of the students.

Level 2: Assessing and Addressing Student Learning Gaps- Describe the steps the school is
taking to provide targeted interventions to tier 2/3 students in addition to support and services
during the school day that are above and beyond Tier 1 instruction.
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Using progress monitoring tools inclusive of, but not limited to, early warning systems and
decision trees, students are provided with Tier 2/3 interventions and support/services during
the school day that are above and beyond Tier 1 instruction. Specifically, the following
strategies will be implemented: ~Identify students in need of Tiered intervention and schedule
these supports accordingly. ~Implement targeted, standards-based lessons and use
computer-assisted learning software (i.e. i-Ready, Math Nation, Khan Academy, etc.) during
differentiated, small-group instruction or individualized instruction. ~Continue assessing
students using formative assessment tools (i.e., Topic Assessments, i-Ready Growth Monitoring,
Teacher-Assigned Lessons, etc.) as indicated on the District OPM Assessment Calendars to
further inform instruction and/or remediation.

Level 3: Providing Extended Learning Opportunities- Describe the steps the school is taking to
offer students opportunities to participate in extended learning opportunities that are inclusive
of Saturday Academy, Winter Break Academy, Spring Break Academy, and before and after
school tutoring programs.

Oliver Hoover Elementary School will provide structured and engaging extended learning
opportunities to support and complement what students are learning during the school day.
Extra time is a vital resource and strategy necessary for student success and is best utilized to
address learning gaps. Extra instructional time will be provided through the implementation of
the District's intersessional calendars and before/after school tutoring opportunities: ~Use
student data to identify students in need of additional "Early Bird Tutoring." Students in grades
3-5 will be selected based on i-Ready data (low usage and passing rates). "Early Bird Tutoring"
will begin in January and run through April. ~Establish Title III Tutoring Academy for identified
ELLs in need of additional support in reading and mathematics during after school hours. ELLs
who are in grades 3-5 will participate in this extended learning opportunity. The Title III Tutoring
Academy will begin in January and run through April.

Phase III & IV

Mid-Year Review & Q3/Q4 Implementation

Reflect – Modify – Implement  
Phases III & IV will be developed and executed at the school as described below: 

In addition to completing the Phase III Mid-Year Review (January 4 – January 29,
2021), the School Leadership Team will create Phase IV Implementation Steps for
both School Culture and Academic Programs to implement from February 1 –
April 30, 2021.  

 

Mid-Year Readiness Data and Systems Review should directly inform the Quarter 3
and 4 Implementation Steps.

A Data Review: is a thorough disaggregation and analysis of all pertinent
data points to evaluate outcomes and inform future actions needed to
achieve school goals.
Systems Review: is a thorough analysis of the impact of the implementation
steps to inform future actions needed to achieve the school goals.
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Phase III: Mid-Year Review

January 4 – January 29, 2021 

Complete the School Improvement Process Mid-Year Reflection utilizing the
Data Review Analysis and Systems Review 
Gather teachers and staff feedback regarding progress of Phase II
Implementation Steps  
Develop Phase III Implementation Steps with School Leadership Team 
Review Phase III of the School Improvement Process (EESAC) 

 

Phase IV: Quarter 3 & Quarter 4 Implementation 

February 1 – June 9, 2021

Monitor the execution of Quarter 3 & Quarter 4 Implementation Steps to
ensure a high degree of fidelity.  
During Quarter 3 & Quarter 4 Implementation, schools will execute Quarter 3
& Quarter 4 Implementation Steps. The school leadership team will monitor,
facilitate and assess the degree to which steps were executed, and the
impact obtained based on collected evidence.

Implementation Steps Requirements: 

Align to the school’s Outcome Statement, Essential Practice and Priority
Action 
Provide specific implementation dates 
Describe the specific action or activity that will take place 
Include the name and position of the person responsible 
Specify what evidence would demonstrate the intended Implementation
Step was achieved 
Name the person responsible and describe the process that will be used to
monitor each Implementation Step 

 

 
 
 

Mid-Year Data Map
For the 2020-2021 school year the Data Maps will be accessible via the SIP (School
Improvement Process) Dashboard on Power BI.   Schools will be notified of availability via a
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Weekly Briefing. 

Access the SIP Dashboard:
Administrators, members of the School Leadership Team, and Synergy participants all have
access to the SIP Dashboard via www.powerbi.com using your MDCPS Office 365
Credentials.   Launch the SIP Dashboard from “Shared with me,” adding this report to
“Favorites” is a recommendation for ease and future reference.  Once on the SIP Dashboard,
the reports are separated into several tabs navigated at the bottom of the screen.  To further
disaggregate the data, use the following functions: buttons, filters, slicers, and drill down
(availability varies from tab to tab).   In each report, examine the titles and descriptions for
each visual.  Additional text will be provided to describe any features that might be available
to you.  

MID-YEAR DATA REVIEW
January 4 - January 29, 2021

Convene the SLT to examine, interpret and disseminate the Mid-Year Data Map for
School Culture and Academic Programs.

1. Describe the process used by the SLT to examine, interpret, and disseminate the Mid-Year Data Map for
School Culture and Academic Programs.

2. In relation to your 2021 school grade goals and your Outcome Statement for School Culture describe
which data finding(s) are most encouraging and which data finding(s) are most concerning. Explain why.

3. In relation to your 2021 school grade goals and your Outcome Statements for Academic Programs,
describe which data finding(s) are most encouraging and which data finding(s) are most concerning.
Explain why.

4. In terms of grade-levels and/or subject areas, what patterns are evident in the data examined?

https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.powerbi.com%2F&data=02%7C01%7CXChristian%40dadeschools.net%7C9736d07408234275f8a008d81ea6aa6c%7C4578f68f86cd4af9b31793e3826ca0f5%7C0%7C0%7C637293048454752789&sdata=iqSZOskjfkxuUWrjwDKII1OfmINKgiBpdUWqquOk00c%3D&reserved=0
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5. In terms of the MDCPS Levels of Support for Addressing Learning Loss, what patterns are evident for tier
2/3 students receiving interventions and additional support/services beyond tier 1 instruction?

6. In terms of the MDCPS Levels of Support for Addressing Learning Loss, what patterns are evident for
students participating in extended learning opportunities?

MID-YEAR SYSTEMS REVIEW
January 4 - January 29, 2021

Discuss the monitoring of the Quarter 1 and Quarter 2 implementation Steps to
determine the degree of impact on School Culture and Academic Programs.

School Culture
1. Considering the outcomes of the Quarter 1 and 2 Implementation Steps and corresponding data for
School Culture, what actions led to data surpassing expectations? Provide examples.

2. Considering the outcomes of the Quarter 1 and 2 Implementation Steps and corresponding data for
School Culture, what actions (or lack thereof) led to data falling short of expectations? Provide examples.
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Academic Programs
1. Considering the outcomes of the Quarter 1 and 2 Implementation Steps and corresponding data for
Academic Programs, what actions led to data surpassing expectations? Provide examples.

2. Considering the outcomes of the Quarter 1 and 2 Implementation Steps and corresponding data for
Academic Programs, what actions (or lack thereof) led to data falling short of expectations? Provide
examples.

3. As a result of the data review, will you be changing your school grade goals?

Yes

No

If yes, what school grade goals need to be revised and why?

Be sure to resubmit the School Grade Goal Survey if you have made changes to your goals,
shared via Weekly Briefing. 

School Leadership Core Competencies
Competency 1: Commitment to Students
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Review the Phase I description of how the School Leadership Team will use the Commitment to Students
competency within the School Improvement Process. To what extent has this been implemented? Where
are areas in need of improvement? Provide evidence.

Competency 2: Focusing on Sustainable Results

Review the Phase I description of how the School Leadership Team will use the Focusing on Sustainable
Results competency within the School Improvement Process. To what extent has this been implemented?
Where are areas in need of improvement? Provide evidence.

Competency 3: Developing Others

Review the Phase I description of how the School Leadership Team will use the Developing Others
competency within the School Improvement Process. To what extent has this been implemented? Where
are areas in need of improvement? Provide evidence.
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Competency 4: Engages the Team

Review the Phase I description of how the School Leadership Team will use the Engages the Team
competency within the School Improvement Process. To what extent has this been implemented? Where
are areas in need of improvement? Provide evidence.

MID-YEAR REVIEW COMMUNICATION
How will the findings and the next steps from the Data and Systems Review on School Culture and
Academic Programs be disseminated to all pertinent stakeholders?

SCHOOL CULTURE
Quarter 3/4 Implementation
(February 1 – June 9, 2021)

School Culture Outcome Statement
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Sustained Essential Practice

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

(Include the action, the
frequency of the action,
and the purpose of the

action.)

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected
Evidence

(What evidence would
demonstrate the

Implentation Step was
successfully executed?)

Monitoring 

(How and
Who?)

Primary Essential Practice

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice
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Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

(Include the action, the
frequency of the action,
and the purpose of the

action.)

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected
Evidence

(What evidence would
demonstrate the

Implentation Step was
successfully executed?)

Monitoring 

(How and
Who?)

Secondary Essential Practice

Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

(Include the action, the
frequency of the action,
and the purpose of the

action.)

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected
Evidence

(What evidence would
demonstrate the

Implentation Step was
successfully executed?)

Monitoring 

(How and
Who?)
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Academic Programs
Quarter 3/4 Implementation
(February 1 – June 9, 2021)

Academic Programs Outcome Statement

Sustained Essential Practice

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

(Include the action, the
frequency of the action,
and the purpose of the

action.)

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & Last
Name,
Postion)

Expected Evidence

(What evidence would
demonstrate the

Implementation Step was
successfully executed?)

Monitoring 

(How and
who?)
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Primary Essential Practice

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

(Include the action, the
frequency of the action,
and the purpose of the

action.)

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & Last
Name,
Postion)

Expected Evidence

(What evidence would
demonstrate the

Implementation Step was
successfully executed?)

Monitoring 

(How and
who?)

Secondary Essential Practice
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Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

(Include the action, the
frequency of the action,
and the purpose of the

action.)

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & Last
Name,
Postion)

Expected Evidence

(What evidence would
demonstrate the

Implementation Step was
successfully executed?)

Monitoring 

(How and
who?)

MDCPS Levels of Support for Addressing Learning Loss

To complete the MDCPS Levels of Support for Addressing Learning Loss section,
refer to the 2020-2021 MDCPS Continuous Learning Plan: A Plan to Mitigate Loss of
Learning Due to COVID-19. Please address Levels 1, 2 and 3 by responding to the
specific questions below.

Level 1: Accelerating Student Learning- Describe the steps the school is taking to ensure high-quality grade
level instruction is being provided to all students both Schoolhouse and My School Online (MSO).

Level 2: Assessing and Addressing Student Learning Gaps- Describe the steps the school is taking to
provide targeted interventions to tier 2/3 students in addition to support and services during the school day
that are above and beyond Tier 1 instruction.
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Level 3: Providing Extended Learning Opportunities- Describe the steps the school is taking to offer students
opportunities to participate in extended learning opportunities that are inclusive of Saturday Academy,
Winter Break Academy, Spring Break Academy, and before and after school tutoring programs.

Phase V

End of Year Reflection

Input – Feedback – Outcome Analysis
Phase V will be developed and executed by the school as described below:  

During Phase V, teachers and staff will be given the opportunity to collaborate
with the School Leadership Team and provide meaningful input after the review of
the School Improvement Process implemented during the 2020-2021  school year.
The School Leadership Team will complete Phase V End of Year Reflection for both
School Culture and Academic Programs considering the success of the Outcome
Statements.   

 

Phase V Stakeholder Feedback and Reflection

May 3 – June 9, 2021

  

Use the 2020-2021  Continuous Improvement Reflection Worksheet, to meet with all
grade level/departments to solicit input with the following:

Areas of strength and opportunities for improvement in both School Culture and
Academic Programs
Reflections and predictions for School Culture and Academic Programs

Meet to reflect on the feedback gathered from the grade level/departments. The team
will use the feedback received to guide the development of one comprehensive 2020-
2021 Continuous Improvement Reflection Worksheet.
Schedule a faculty meeting during the month of May where faculty/staff will complete
the 2020-2021 School Improvement Survey.
During this May faculty meeting, share the findings from the 2020-2021  Continuous
Improvement Reflection Worksheet and seek consensus from all faculty/staff to ensure
that the findings accurately represent the identified areas of strength and opportunities
for improvement along with the identified processes that will be sustained, developed,
or enhanced in the areas of School Culture and Academic Programs for the 2021-
2022 school year.
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After the May faculty meeting, schedule an EESAC meeting to share the outcomes.

 

2020-2021 Continuous Improvement Reflection Worksheet

School Culture
May 3 – June 9, 2021

 

Reflect on Phase I, II, and III of the School Improvement Process and consider the
school’s success in meeting the intended Outcome Statements, implementing the
Primary/Secondary Essential Practices Developments/Enhancements, and
monitoring the Sustained Essential Practice within School Culture.

 

School Culture Outcome Statement

In reviewing Phase I, II, and III of the School Improvement Process, to what extent did the school meet the
intended Outcome Statement in School Culture?

Sustained Essential Practice

Primary Essential Practice
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Secondary Essential Practice

End of Year Implementation Plan Reflection
Strengths

In reviewing the Implementation Steps executed
during the 2020-2021 school year, which step(s) led
to the successful implementation of the Sustained
Essential Practice? Be specific about the factors
that contributed to your success.

In reviewing the Implementation Steps executed
during the 2020-2021 school year, which step(s) led
to the successful implementation of the Primary
Essential Practice? Be specific about the factors
that contributed to your success.

In reviewing the Implementation Steps executed
during the 2020-2021 school year, which step(s) led
to the successful implementation of the Secondary
Essential Practice? Be specific about the factors
that contributed to your success.

Opportunity for Improvement

In reviewing the Implementation Steps implemented
during the 2020-2021 school year, which step(s) for
the Sustained Essential Practice were not
implemented with success? Be specific about the
factors that hindered the implementation.

In reviewing the Implementation Steps implemented
during the 2020-2021 school year, which step(s) for
the Primary Essential Practice were not implemented
with success? Be specific about the factors that
hindered the implementation.

In reviewing the Implementation Steps implemented
during the 2020-2021 school year, which step(s) for
the Secondary Essential Practice were not
implemented with success? Be specific about the
factors that hindered the implementation.
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School Culture Prediction
Based on your Mid-Year Reviews, and the End of Year Implementation Plan Reflection, make a prediction
about the School Culture results for the 2020-2021 school year. Include what data findings you expect to
see significantly improve, remain neutral, and significantly decrease. Provide a rationale for your prediction
which should include the Essential Practices that contribute to your prediction.

2020-2021 Continuous Improvement Reflection Worksheet

Academic Programs
May 3 – June 9, 2021

Reflect on Phase I, II, and III of the School Improvement Process and consider the
school’s success in meeting the intended Outcome Statements, implementing the
Primary/Secondary Essential Practices Developments/Enhancements, and
monitoring the Sustained Essential Practice within Academic Programs.

 

Academic Programs Outcome Statement

In reviewing Phase I, II, and III of the School Improvement Process, to what extent did the school meet the
intended Outcome Statement in Academic Programs?

Sustained Essential Practice
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Primary Essential Practice

Secondary Essential Practice

End of Year Implementation Plan Reflection
Strengths

In reviewing the Implementation Steps executed
during the 2020-2021 school year, which step(s) led
to the successful implementation of the Sustained
Essential Practice? Be specific about the factors
that contributed to your success.

In reviewing the Implementation Steps executed
during the 2020-2021 school year, which step(s) led
to the successful implementation of the Primary
Essential Practice? Be specific about the factors
that contributed to your success.

Opportunity for Improvement

In reviewing the Implementation Steps implemented
during the 2020-2021 school year, which step(s) for
the Sustained Essential Practice were not
implemented with success? Be specific about the
factors that hindered the implementation.

In reviewing the Implementation Steps implemented
during the 2020-2021 school year, which step(s) for
the Primary Essential Practice were not implemented
with success? Be specific about the factors that
hindered the implementation.
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In reviewing the Implementation Steps executed
during the 2020-2021 school year, which step(s) led
to the successful implementation of the Secondary
Essential Practice? Be specific about the factors
that contributed to your success.

In reviewing the Implementation Steps implemented
during the 2020-2021 school year, which step(s) for
the Secondary Essential Practice were not
implemented with success? Be specific about the
factors that hindered the implementation.

2020-2021 MDCPS Continuous Learning Plan: A Plan to Mitigate Loss of Learning Due to
COVID-19

In reviewing the MDCPS Levels of Support for Addressing Learning Loss, reflect on which
strategic steps the school implemented with success that helped to mitigate the loss of
learning due to COVID-19?

In reviewing the MDCPS Levels of Support for Addressing Learning Loss, reflect on which steps
the school implemented that did not yield desired results?

Academic Programs Prediction
Based on your Mid-Year Reviews, and the End of Year Implementation Plan Reflection, make a prediction
about the Academic Program results for the 2020-2021 school year. Include what data findings you expect
to see significantly improve, remain neutral, and significantly decrease. Provide a rationale for your
prediction which should include the Essential Practices that contribute to your prediction.
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